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PRESS RELEASE 

Fleet Events revamps education division - Axel Korda becomes 
managing director of Fleet Education Events 

 

Hamburg, 16.06.2021. Fleet Events, one of the largest private trade fair 
and conference organisers in Germany, is making huge investments in the 
area of education conferences, which includes increasing staff numbers 
to handle this. The subsidiary Fleet Education Events now has a new 
manager, Axel Korda, who will therefore be involved in the further 
development of this business area, renowned for the conferences DSLK, 
DKLK, HRocks and DILK. Axel Korda is taking over from Arne Petersen, who 
is now returning to his position as Head of Business Development at Fleet 
Events. There are also further additions to the new management team: 
Jeanette Hruska, as Chief Operations Officer, and Florence Fischer, as 
Chief Sales Officer. This management trio is driving forward the 
transformation of the Fleet subsidiary, which was already launched last 
year, and is conceptually repositioning the entire range of education 
conferences, making them more innovative, more digital and larger. Fleet 
Education Events is intended to be positioned and further developed in 
the B2B sector as the leading brand for education conferences. 

Axel Korda spent 19 years in several management positions at Gruner + 
Jahr, including Director Brand Business and General Manager 
International Magazines. During that time, he distinguished himself in 
particular for developing new business and successful non-publishing 
partnerships. Thinking outside the box has always been part of Axel’s DNA 
and will also be an important part of the new direction for education 
conferences. Jeanette Hruska will be focusing on the operational 
management and expansion of the Education business area. In her 
previous role, she was responsible for Consumer Events at Fleet Events, 
the development and transformation of the Babywelt trade fairs, as well 
as the development of new formats. Florence Fischer brings with her 
more than 20 years of sales and event expertise in various management 
positions in the publishing sector, including with Deutscher Fachverlag, 
Süddeutscher Verlag/Medical Tribune, and as sales manager for Wolters 
Kluwer, she has co-developed educational conferences, establishing the 
leading formats in this area over the last 10 years. 

"There is no more exciting time to establish the education sector here and 
ensure its success than in the midst of the transformation of the 
conference business. We are coming in with fresh ideas, formats and 
offerings, which will inject new impetus in the market here in the future," 
remarks Axel Korda with regard to him joining Fleet Education Events. 

Fleet Events took over the entire education conference division at 
Wolters Kluwer in 2020 and has overhauled this area in recent months. 
The development of HRock's Human Resources Congress & Expo 
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(hrocks.de) from the German Training Managers' Conference (DALK) is 
already an example of this. 

“A key aspect of the takeover of Wolters Kluwer's education conference 
division last year was the idea of comprehensively developing the formats 
based on an existing excellent foundation. The pandemic has once again 
greatly expanded this task. Fleet Events is all about the new live format 
and a unique mix of innovation, information and inspiration, which are 
exactly the elements that we want to transfer to education conferences. 
In the team of Axel Korda, Jeanette Hruska and Florence Fischer, we have 
outstanding minds capable of continuing on this ambitious path quickly 
and consistently," says Christoph Rénevier, Managing Director of Fleet 
Events. 

 

About FLEET Events 

FLEET Events GmbH, based in Hamburg, is one of Germany's leading 
private trade fair and conference organisers. In cooperation with its 
subsidiaries FLEET Education Events and CE Chefs Events, the company, 
set up in 2006, designs and stages consumer and business events such as 
Babini (previously BABYWELT), Eat&Style, Man’s World and professional 
events such as Chef-Sache, W3+ Fair and Photonics+, as well as the 
educational conferences DSLK, ÖSLK, DKLK, ÖKLK, HRocks and DILK. FLEET 
Events has developed, through its subsidiary FLEET X, its own online event 
platform using Xircus, allowing it now to offer online and/or hybrid events 
too. Overall, FLEET Events organises nowadays more than 50 major events 
a year, both live and online. This company with more than 60 employees 
is run by shareholders Dr Thomas Köhl and Christoph Rénevier. 
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